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ABSTRACT

Quantum Key Distribution, a fundamental component of quantum secure communication that exploits quantum states and resources for communication protocols, can future-proof the security of digital communications, when if advanced quantum computing systems and mathematical advances render current algorithmic cryptography insecure.

A QKD system relies on the integration of quantum physical devices, as quantum sources, quantum channels and quantum detectors, in order to generate a true random (unconditionally secure) cryptographic key between two remote parties connected through a quantum channel. The gap between QKD implemented with ideal and real devices can be exploited to attack real systems, unless appropriate countermeasures are implemented. Characterization of real devices and countermeasure is necessary to guarantee security. Free-space QKD systems can provide secure communication to remote parties of the globe, while QKD systems based on entanglement are intrinsically less vulnerable to attack. Metrology to characterize the optical components of these systems is required.

Actually, the “Optical metrology for quantum-enhanced secure telecommunication” Project (MIQC2) is steering the metrological effort for Quantum Cryptography in the European region in order to accelerate the development and commercial uptake of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) technologies. Aim of the project is the development of traceable measurement techniques, apparatus, and protocols that will underpin the characterisation and validation of the performance and quantum-safe security of such systems, essential steps towards standardization and certification of practical implementations of quantum-based technologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) relies on the generation of unconditionally secure random keys shared between two parties connected by an open quantum channel [1]. QKD is today no longer confined to laboratories. Practical QKD networks have been realised in the metropolitan area in all five continents [1] and commercial products or industrial prototypes for point-to-point QKD are available from SMEs and large companies. With increasing amounts of data being transmitted and stored online, there is an increasing need to secure that data. Researchers in the field consider QKD as the only truly secure key distribution technology (except secret courier) since it is secured by the laws of physics.
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Interestingly, conventional asymmetrical cryptography, which is almost exclusively used for key distribution today, could be rendered insecure by the advent of extremely powerful computers, including quantum computers, or new mathematical insights. Moreover, fibre and free-space QKD systems use real devices, which do not have the ideal characteristics envisaged by the initial QKD concept. This means that those practical systems can be vulnerable to one or more of the many quantum hacking attacks proposed and/or demonstrated. Counter-measures against these attacks have already been identified, but their effectiveness should be ensured by rigorous characterisation of the optical components – this will be addressed by the project.

Another approach against these attacks is represented by entanglement-based QKD techniques e.g. device independent (DI) QKD, measurement-device-independent (MDI) QKD, etc. The development of entanglement characterisation and quantification techniques is essential in order to provide the metrological framework for next-generation (entanglement-based) QKD systems.

Despite this strong industrial interest in QKD, the standardisation process of QKD systems is still in its initial phase, as is the development of a measurement framework for the characterisation of the physical (optical) components inside QKD system. Specifically, European National Metrological Institutions under the EURAMET research programmes EMRP and EMPIR (by means of the funded project EMRP IND06 “MIQC” [2-3] and EMPIR 14IND05 “MIQC2” [4]) are pushing the development of a metrology framework to foster a market take-up of quantum communication technologies, in order to achieve the maximum impact for the European industry in this area.

In the framework of the EMRP IND06 “MIQC” project, measurement techniques for the characterisation of QKD quantum optical components were developed [3, 32]. The activities in the project were mainly focused on pseudo-single-photon sources and single-photon detectors.

Following the lines of the good results achieved by MIQC, and in order to sustain advances of the metrology for quantum technologies, a follow-up project, namely EMPIR 14IND05 “MIQC2”, was then conceived, funded and is actually ongoing. In summary, the aim of this work is to provide an overview of this European Effort for the development of the Metrology needed for the standardisation of the QKD.

2. METROLOGY FRAMEWORK FOR QUANTUM COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

The “Optical metrology for quantum-enhanced secure telecommunication” Project (EMPIR 14IND05 “MIQC2”) [4] focuses on aspects of primary importance as outlined in the following. Firstly, four pilot-comparisons in photon counting regime will be carried out in the context of this project: two on single-photon sources and two on single-photon detectors.

The second covered topic takes into consideration the fact that fibre and free-space Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) systems use real devices, which do not have the ideal characteristics envisaged by the initial QKD concept. This means that practical systems can be vulnerable to one or more of the many quantum hacking attacks proposed and/or demonstrated. Counter-measures against these attacks have already been identified, but their effectiveness should be ensured by rigorous characterisation of the optical components. The 14IND05 “MIQC2” has already started the work to assess and fix these issues.

In parallel and synergy with all these aspects, it is worth noting that some of the National Metrological Institutions and industrial partners of the EMPIR 14IND05 “MIQC2” project actively participate in the standardisation effort in the context of the ETSI Industry Specification Group for QKD [22].

The aim of MIQC2 project is to accelerate the development and commercial success of QKD technologies. This presents a number of metrological challenges, which result from the current and predicted development and deployment trajectories of QKD technologies, and that takes advantage and goes further the results obtained in the context of EMRP JRP IND06-MIQC project, mainly focused in development of techniques to characterise specific quantum-layer optical
components of fibre-based QKD systems, e.g. pseudo-single-photon sources based on attenuated lasers, and commercial single-photon detectors based on avalanche photodiodes operating in Geiger mode.

Following the considerations above, the key objectives addressed in this project are the following:

1. The development of efficient measurement techniques for characterisation of counter-measures to side-channel and Trojan-horse attacks in fibre-based QKD systems, and the realisation of pilot measurement comparisons to validate the techniques;
2. The development of dedicated calibration techniques for new high-speed (sine-gated) single-photon detectors for fibre-based QKD;
3. The development of measurement techniques for the characterisation of the components of free-space QKD systems for ground-air communication, and the realisation of pilot measurement comparisons to validate techniques developed;
4. The development of measurement techniques for characterising quantum states;
5. To provide two Best-Practice Guides: (i) one on characterisation of counter-measures to side-channel and Trojan-horse attacks; and (ii) one on characterisation of components of free-space QKD systems;
6. Contribute to impact via contributions to international guidelines/standards and showcase examples of early uptake by end users.

It is worth to mention that interesting results appear immediately exploitable by manufacturers. Regarding Objective 1, the first result concerns the security analysis of a typical “Prepare & Measure” (P&M) QKD transmitter, together with the extended security model. Specifically, a quantitative evaluation of fibre-based QKD system security with active and passive counter-measures against Trojan-horse attacks caused by injecting bright laser light into a QKD transmitter and receiver has been carried out. The second is related to the identification and characterisation of the back-flash light emitted by an InGaAs/InP SPAD (single-photon avalanche photodiode). This investigation showed that the back-flashes can be exploited in Trojan-horse attacks, providing a substantial information leakage to an unauthorized party (in the absence of counter-measures). Furthermore, studies were carried out to describe the creation of backdoors which can be created for hackers through the use of intense laser pulses, and the limitations of an earlier counter-measure to an attack to take control of the detectors in QKD systems.

These four results are important for the practical security of QKD systems and for this reason they can be considered as early uptakes. On one side QKD manufacturers should take account of these results in designing their new devices, and on the other side the NMIs should develop measurement services necessary for testing the protection strategies implemented.

The fifth result consists in the development of techniques for characterizing specific “passive” optical components for fibre-based QKD systems (such as a MEMS attenuator, a polarization-maintaining circulator and interference filters) to test their behaviour and their effectiveness as potential counter-measures against quantum hacking based on Trojan-horse or side-channel attacks. It showed interesting and unexpected results in terms of potential weaknesses QKD manufacturers should be aware of. In this perspective, a new services for the calibration of the spectral properties of optical fiber components in the 700 nm to 1800 nm range has been realised by METAS.

In the context of Objective 2, new electronic circuit solutions were developed, and a first prototype of an InGaAs SPAD sine-gated at frequencies greater than 1 GHz has been successfully realized. This device is designed to be tunable over a wide range (900-1400 MHz) for synchronization with different external laser systems and for selecting the best trade-off between after-pulsing and detection efficiency. The excess bias is adjustable for optimizing the main SPAD parameters, like photon detection efficiency, dark count rate, afterpulsing, timing jitter. The system can be controlled remotely from a PC and has already demonstrated proved long-term stability.

One key result for Objective 3 is the establishment of the technical protocol for a pilot study on the detection efficiency measurement of silicon SPADs. This pilot study is being performed worldwide (including outside the consortium) and within the Consultative Committee for Photometry and Radiometry (CCPR). 11 NMIs will participate, of which 6 are...
within this JRP. The pilot comparison has been started and measurements are under way. Furthermore, activities to
provide traceability of measurements at single-photon level by developing detectors and amplifiers to provide linkage to
conventional radiometric standards are in progress, as well as the experimental setup for their characterisation.

Techniques for characterising components of free-space QKD systems for ground-air communication have been
organized and are ready for use. High-quality single-photon sources have been realised and characterised [15,16,19,20].
The free-space-QKD transmitter module (based on passive optical components, such as (non-)polarising beam splitter
and waveplates) exploiting polarization as the encoding degree of freedom has been realised and it is under
characterisation. The measurement apparatus is essentially a single-photon polarimeter operating in the NIR-VIS.

Concerning with Objective 4, optimal estimators have been developed for measuring the amount of entanglement and the
geometric discord with low uncertainty level. Experimental set-ups encoding information in several spatial degrees of
freedom (Hilbert space larger than 2) exploiting multi-core fibres have been realized. 2-dimension and 4-dimension
entanglement has been generated and analysed by quantum state tomography [17]. Experimental realisation of weak
measurements and weak values estimation has been performed, allowing the properties of quantum systems to be
measured, without, to some extent, the wave-function collapse. This has provided some important returns not only in the
field of quantum metrology [7,12, 21]. Realization of a first version of a new source (folded-sandwich configuration) of
polarization entangled photon pairs, highly tunable in frequency [5]. This source is particularly useful as an interface for
quantum hybrid systems. A high rate, long distance detector-device independent (DDI-QKD) scheme has been realized
using two degrees of freedom of the same photons; the security analysis has been carried out [10]. This represents a first
step towards a more feasible approach to MDI-QKD.

3. IMPACT ON STANDARDS AND METROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITIES

The aim of MIQC2 project is to ensure that the results achieved [5-21, 23-30] are provided to the stakeholders and end-
user community in a timely and appropriate manner. The primary beneficiaries of the outputs of this project will be the
QKD community, but the wider community exploiting single-photon states [32] will also derive significant benefits from
the methods, devices, calibration facilities and measurement protocols developed.

Some partners of the MIQC2 consortium are active in the context of the ETSI ISG-QKD QKD, and contribute to the
drafting of pre-standards and standards concerned with characterisation, validation, and certification of the optical layer
characterisation: characterising optical components for QKD systems” – was published by ETSI in May 2016 [22]. This
document took about 2 years to compose, and the work on the initial drafts was supported by EMRP projects IND06-
MIQC and EXL02-SIQUTE [31] before EMPIR14IND05 MIQC2. This document is, to our knowledge, the first
measurement (pre-) standard for a quantum 2.0 technology. Since it is focussed on the characterisation of attenuated
laser sources and gated single-photon detectors, it is also relevant to all quantum optical technologies utilizing these
devices. Three other documents currently in draft receive support from this project, in particular: (i) “ETSI GS QKD
010: Implementation Security - Protection against Trojan horse attacks in one-way QKD systems”; (ii) “ETSI GS QKD
003Ed2: Components and internal interfaces - revision of published document”; (iii) “ETSI GS QKD 013:
Characterisation of QKD transmitter modules”.

In the project consortium [4] there are two key European QKD manufacturers, as well as single-photon detector
manufacturers, and having as collaborators (members of the stakeholder advisory board) an organisation working in the
field of information security, and of single photon detector. These ensure that the work is aligned with and will impact
on the industrial requirements during the lifetime of the project, as demonstrated for example in the investigation on
backflashes from single-photon [14]. Moreover, it should be noted that the published security analyses, derived inside
this consortium to improve the protection of the QKD apparatus from quantum-hacking attacks, can lead to: (i)
exploitation of the results by QKD manufacturers (impact on industry); and (ii) a required measurement standard and
service for establishing whether the required optical isolation is achieved (impact on metrology).
Finally, it is worth noticing that eight members of the project are also members of the Consulting Committee on Photometry and Radiometry (CCPR) [34], and have been working to incorporate photon-based quantities into its strategic planning. Furthermore, seven members of the project are members of the EURAMET Technical Committee for Photometry and Radiometry ensuring that CCPR and EURAMET are kept informed about the progress of the project and that CCPR & EURAMET roadmaps address the needs of the single-photon and QKD communities.

It should be mentioned that this project triggered the establishment of a task group on “Single-Photon Radiometry” [35] within the working group “Strategic Planning” of the Consultative Committee for Photometry and Radiometry. In a worldwide effort, 11 NMIs (6 are partners of this project), agreed on a technical protocol and will carry out the first pilot study on the detection efficiency of Si-SPADs (coordinated by PTB, the pilot comparison started in May 2016 and measurements are actually on track).
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